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About This Content

Patrician IV - Rise of a Dynasty brings a comprehensive package of improvements and new features to the best-selling
Patrician IV including online multiplayer and new scenarios.

Finally, you are able to operate your business in cooperative multiplayer mode with up to three friends helping out. And if you
are already master of the seas, you can now try and conquer the continent as well!

In Rise of a Dynasty, you will find new routes into the heartland and trade with cities like Berlin, Warsaw and Nijmegen. But of
course you have to grapple with the territorial rulers first and protect your wagon convoys from errant highwaymen.

Key Features:

New land trade feature - Merchandise in heartland cities and establish an extensive road network

Cooperative multiplayer mode - Manage your company alongside three of your friends via LAN or Internet

Treasure hunt - Collect parts of a treasure map in the whole Hanseatic territory to find the ultimate pirate treasure

New scenarios - Six new scenarios, demanding even for experienced players
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Become a big landowner - Buy parts of the regional territories to claim and expand your power

Loads of visual, AI and gameplay improvements - Revised nautical chart and city views, portraits for players and quest
givers, new animations for citizens and businesses
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Gaming Minds Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
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It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I am having some fun (even more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing
and holding the left mouse button).

Not the deepest of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could not be fully viewed, but
more than enough to keep you occupied.

Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling ability of every Asian (?) developer (my Chinese spelling ability is
non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual" Western names. Suspect Xator99 might have been getting over a bad
Chinese meal!. If you have a vive and a small room, you can't reach all of the tools. They show out of bounds with no way to
configure the play area.. Bohemia Interactive have such a bizarre, all-over-the-place catalogue you can never really tell what
you're going to get. Naturally they have the Arma series which is fantastic... they also published the UFO games which, back in
the day, were great X-Com clones which have since been surpassed by games like Xenonauts but aren't bad games.

Then there's trash like this. It comes off as an Eastern European teenager's first Unity game. The animation and controls are
awful. If the game moved even 15% faster it might be enjoyable but the pacing is sooooo slow. The very first mission has you
walking at a snails pace across boring, empty farmland fighting the same 3 zombies over and over and over... collecting coins
for... something? I haven't gotten far enough to use them.

The plot is laughable in a bad way. The jokes MOSTLY all fall flat. I did chuckle a few times but I think it was more because I
couldn't believe the line of dialogue was in a game. I played for about 30 minutes and honestly have no clue what the game is
about other than fighting zombies. I don't know who the main character is, where he's at, or why any of the game is happening.
A+ stuff.. buy have fun. It was a great arcade style dogfighting shooter. Last I checked, which was a long time ago, there was
only 3 bots on the multi-player server. Kind of pointless to buy.. Ever since I got my Vive around a half a year ago, I've been
wanting a game like this and boy does it live up to my expectations! At first I was worried that this game would be too serious,
but after finding a group and jumping into an enterprise run, I soon realized that it can be as fun as you and your group make it
out to be. 100% completely lived up to what I hoped this game would be and I very much recommend this to anyone who has
the time.. gtx 1050ti, cant run. 10/10
. Graphics: SAMOLIOTIK
Sounds: SAMOLIOTIK
Story: SAMOLIOTIK

Total Score: SAMOLIOTIK/10

The meaning of life is SAMOLIOTIK. Boss Constructor is like taking Spaz, Gratuitous space battles, and FTL and mashing
them all together. Although it is still fairly early, the game promises to be the next great space shooter.

http://youtu.be/x3Q6X1vRecs
 I found myself losing time in combat and losing even more time editing my space-fairing creations. The developer has already
put in about 4 patches (after only one week) and when I did have some trouble with some CTD's, he immediately sent me the
instructions to fix it.

So far, I like what I see, and I can't wait for more new ship parts to shove into the the evovler!
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This needs more levels, but what a fantastic puzzle game!. Absolutely fantastic maps in this pack, really well designed and I
must say I find them pretty damn tough!
Extremely tight corners and very zig-zaggy courses, but they all feel right.

One thing though which I dislike..
The music (imho) has been taken in the completely wrong direction. It's gone from funky psytrance to weird bagpipe dubstep,
and not the good kind of dubstep either. Skrillex kinda stuff. If the developers release an update which allows you to take tracks
out and replace them with other course's music then I'd be happy as can be! But the music in this pack, to me, is a little
offputting. I usually have my music 2 or 3 notches above SFX but I've had to turn it down any time I'm on these new tracks..

Other than that though, this is well worth your money!. Awesome game.. Rather good.. A kinda boring after a while but, it is
bullet hell so.

ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ.
ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ,
ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. ʜᴀʀᴅᴇʀ, ʙᴇᴛᴛᴇʀ, ғᴀsᴛᴇʀ, ᴅᴏɴɢᴇʀ .ᕙ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ. a bear roams the house while his
prey sleeps. Loved this game, I need to go through it again some time.

If you like to find your own way through a mission, or create alternative solutions, This might be something you enjoy as well.
I like the variety in weapon options, and trying new things each time I play. I like options, and large environments.

I didn't ever get much time on multiplayer, but it was pretty fun, also kind of chaotic though.

If you see this on sale, pick it up. It would be nice if more of my friends owned the same games :P. 100% recommended best
time killer game. It has helped me when Ihave nothing to do. Very good game but with co-op it would be excellent. Very scary
lol . But too short. Anyway it is free. So why wouldn't I leave a positive feedback?
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